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Abstract
In this paper, we propose FrameBERT, a
RoBERTa-based model that can explicitly learn
and incorporate FrameNet Embeddings for
concept-level metaphor detection. FrameBERT
not only achieves better or comparable perfor-
mance to the state-of-the-art, but also is more
explainable and interpretable compared to ex-
isting models, attributing to its ability of ac-
counting for external knowledge of FrameNet.

1 Introduction

Metaphor is a pervasive linguistic device, which
attracts attention from both fields of psycholin-
guistics and computational linguistics due to the
key role it plays in the cognitive and communica-
tive functions of language (Wilks, 1978; Lakoff
and Johnson, 1980; Lakoff, 1993). Linguistically,
metaphor is defined as a figurative expression that
uses one or several words to represent another con-
cept given the context, rather than taking the lit-
eral meaning of the expression (Fass, 1991). For
instance, in the sentence “This project is such a
headache!”, the contextual meaning of headache
is “a thing or person that causes worry or trouble;
a problem”, different from its literal meaning, “a
continuous pain in the head”.

Metaphor Detection presents a significant chal-
lenge as it necessitates comprehending the intricate
associations between the abstract concepts embod-
ied by the metaphoric expression and the related
context. Recent studies in this field have demon-
strated its potential to positively impact various
Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications,
including sentiment analysis (Cambria et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2022a), metaphor generation (Tang et al.,
2022; Li et al., 2022b,c), and mental health care
(Abd Yusof et al., 2017; Gutiérrez et al., 2017).
Different strategies have been proposed for model-
ing relevant context, including employing limited
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linguistic context such as subject-verb and verb-
direct object word pairs (Gutiérrez et al., 2016), in-
corporating a wider context encompassing a fixed
window surrounding the target word (Do Dinh and
Gurevych, 2016; Mao et al., 2018), and considering
the complete sentential context (Gao et al., 2018;
Choi et al., 2021). Some recent efforts attempt to
improve context modelling by explicitly leveraging
the syntactic structure (e.g., dependency tree) of
a sentence in order to capture important context
words, where the parse trees are typically encoded
with graph convolutional neural networks (Le et al.,
2020; Song et al., 2021).

Despite the progress, we also observe the inad-
equacy of existing models in semantic modelling,
which plays a crucial role in metaphor detection.
For instance, it has been noted that BERT’s ten-
dency to aggregate shallow semantics instead of
precise meaning, as its objective, may limit the con-
text modelling ability (Xu et al., 2020). External
knowledge such as FrameNet has been widely used
to provide extra semantic information and has been
shown useful in a wide range of NLP tasks, such
as question answering (Shen and Lapata, 2007),
machine reading comprehension (Guo et al., 2020),
and identifying software requirements (Alhoshan
et al., 2019). Very recently, FrameNet has also been
employed to the task of metaphor generation via
learning mappings between domains, with promis-
ing results achieved (Stowe et al., 2021). However,
such a valuable source of knowledge, surprisingly,
has not been explored in the deep learning literature
for metaphor detection. We hypothesise that incor-
porating external knowledge of concepts is essen-
tial for improving metaphor detection and model
explainability.

In this paper, we propose FrameBERT, a BERT-
based model for conceptual metaphor detection
underpinned by learning and incorporating em-
bedding representation of semantic frames in
FrameNet. FrameBERT directly addresses the lim-
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Figure 1: The overall framework. The surface encoder illustrates sentence encoder providing hidden-state repre-
sentations and the insider one shows concept encoder producing concepts information. The frame embedding and
hidden state embedding are concatenated to make final predictions.

itation of the existing works, which solely rely on
the shallow semantics captured by hand-crafted
psycholinguistics features or encoded by large pre-
trained language models such as BERT. This is
achieved by explicitly learning and incorporating
FrameNet embeddings into the model training pro-
cess. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt
to apply FrameNet in deep learning models for
metaphor detection. We also leverage Metaphor
Identification Procedure (Group, 2007; Steen, 2010,
MIP) and Selectional Preference Violation (SPV)
(Wilks, 1975, 1978) to inform our model design.

Extensive experiments conducted on four pub-
lic benchmark datasets (i.e., VUA MOH-X, TroFi)
show that FrameBERT can significantly improve
metaphor detection for all datasets compared to our
base model without exploiting FrameNet embed-
dings. Our model also yields better or comparable
performance to state-of-the-art models in Micro F1
measure. Furthermore, we show the explainable
feature of FrameBERT, attributing to its ability of
extracting semantic frames from text. The code
and dataset can be found at https://github.
com/liyucheng09/MetaphorFrame.

2 Model

We propose FrameBERT, a novel model that can
explicitly learn and incorporate FrameNet embed-
dings for concept-level metaphor detection. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of Frame-
BERT, which consists of two components: a sen-
tence encoder (§ 2.1) and a concept encoder (§ 2.2).

2.1 Sentence Encoder
Similar to the prior work (Choi et al., 2021; Song
et al., 2021), we develop the sentence encoder to
produce the sentence encoding vS , the contextu-
alised encoding for the target word vS,t, as well
as isolated encoding for the target word vt. For-
mally, given an input sequence S = (w0, ..., wn),
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) encodes each word
into a set of contextualised embedding vectors
H = (hcls,h0, ...,hn):

H = RoBERTa(embcls, ..., embn) (1)

where CLS token is a special token used to indicate
the the beginning of the input; embi is the input
embedding for word wi represented as

embi = embw + embpos + embtype (2)

Here embw represents the word embedding,
embpos is the position encoding for wi, embtype
token type encoding indicating whether a word is
a target or non-target word. We employ the CLS

hidden state hcls as the sentence representation,
i.e., vS = hcls, the hidden states ht of target word
wt as the contextual target word embedding, i.e.,
vS,t = ht. For the isolated word embedding for
wt, we directly feed wt to RoBERTa in order to
obtain the literal representation of the target word,
i.e., vt = RoBERTa(embt).
FrameBERT using MIP and SPV. With MIP, a
metaphorical word is identified by the gap between
the contextual and literal meaning of a word. To in-
corporate MIP, we employ the contextualised vS,t
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and isolated embedding vt vectors for wt. With
SPV, a metaphorical word is identified by the se-
mantic difference from its surrounding words, i.e.,
the contrast between vS and vS,t. We formalise
our incorporation of these two metaphor identifica-
tion theories below. Note that ⊕ is an operation for
vector concatenation.

hMIP = vt ⊕ vS,t (3)

hSPV = vS,t ⊕ vS (4)

2.2 Conceptual Encoder
One of the key contributions of our paper is that
our model can explicitly learn and incorporate
FrameNet Embeddings for concept-level metaphor
detection. This is achieved via the conceptual en-
coder, where we first fine-tuning a RoBERTa model
on the FrameNet (Fillmore et al., 2002) dataset with
a objective to classify frame lables, and then join
the conceptual encoder with the sentence encoder.

Given an input sentence S = (w0, ..., wn),
we add a special token CLS at the beginning of
the sentence and apply a stack of Transformer
encoder layers on the tokenised input to obtain
the contextualised hidden states for each word
H = (hcls,h0, ...,hn) and the CLS token, sim-
ilar to § 2.1. We then leverage the contextual
target word hidden states and CLS hidden states
(as sentence representation) to predict the target
word’s frame and all frames detected in the sen-
tence. Formally, given CLS hidden states hcls and
a list of contextualised target word hidden states
H = (h0, ...,hk), we obtain the frame distribution
for sentence and targets as follows:

ŷf
cls = sigmoid(W0hcls + b0) (5)

ŷf = softmax(W1H+ b1) (6)

where W0 and W1 are learnable parameters, b0

and b1 are bias. Note that ŷf
cls should be applied

on all frame classes, that is compute it on each
possible frame classess. We then minimise the
following loss functions:

Ltarget = −
∑

y log ŷf (7)

Lcls = −
N∑ L∑

i=0

yi log ŷ
f
cls (8)

+ (1− yi) log(1− ŷf
cls) (9)

where N is the number of training samples. L is
number of frame labels, which means we are opti-
mising the objective on all possible frame classes.

We use λ as a hyperparameter controling weights
between two losses: L = λ ∗ Lcls + Ltarget; and
we set it to 2 in our experiments.

After the pre-training stage, the conceptual en-
coder will provide frame information for metaphor
detection. As shown in Figure 1, in the MIP mod-
ule, we concatenate the contextualised frame em-
bedding hS,t and isolated frame embedding ht of
target word to hMIP (eq. 10). In the SPV module,
we concatenate the CLS frame embedding hcls and
contextualised target word frame embedding hS,t

to hSPV (eq. 11).

hMIP = vt ⊕ vS,t ⊕ ht ⊕ hS,t (10)

hSPV = vS ⊕ vS,t ⊕ hcls ⊕ hS,t (11)

We then combine two hidden vectors hMIP and
hSPV to compute a prediction score.

ŷ = σ(WT (hMIP ⊕ hSPV ) + b) (12)

Finally, we use binary cross entropy loss to train
the overall framework for metaphor prediction.

L = −
N∑

i=0

yi log ŷi − (1− yi) log(1− ŷi) (13)

3 Experiments

Dataset. We conduct experiments on four pub-
lic bench datasets. VUA-18 (Leong et al., 2018)
and VUA-20 (Leong et al., 2020), the extension of
VUA-18, are the largest publicly available datasets.
The MOH-X dataset is constructed by sampling
sentences from WordNet (Miller, 1998). Only a
single target verb in each sentence is annotated.
The average length of sentences is 8 tokens, the
shortest of our three datasets. TroFi (Birke and
Sarkar, 2006) consists of sentences from the 1987-
89 Wall Street Journal Corpus Release 1 (Char-
niak et al., 2000). The average length of sentences
is the longest of our datasets (i.e., 28.3 tokens
per sentence). At last, the concept encoder was
pre-trained on FrameNet release 1.7 (Fillmore
et al., 2002) with about 19k, 6k, 2k annotations
for training, testing and evaluation respectively.
Baselines. RNN_ELMo (Gao et al., 2018) com-

bined ELMo and BiLSTM as a backbone model.
RNN_MHCA (Mao et al., 2019): they introduced
MIP and SPV into RNN_ELMo and capture the
contextual feature within window size by multi-
head attention. MUL_GCN (Le et al., 2020) apply
a GCN based multi-task framework by modelling
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Models
VUA18 VUA20

Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1

RNN_ELMo 71.6 73.6 72.6 - - -
RoBERTa_SEQ 80.1 74.4 77.1 75.1 67.1 70.9
MelBERT ⋆ 79.6 76.4 77.9 76.4 68.6 72.3
MelBERT 80.1 76.9 78.5 75.9 69.0 72.3
MrBERT 82.7 72.5 77.2 - - -
FrameBERT 82.7 75.3 78.8* 79.1 67.7 73.0*

Table 1: Performance comparison on VUA datasets
(best results in bold). NB: ⋆ indicates the reproduced
results of MelBERT using the original source code and
setting of (Choi et al., 2021). * denotes our model
outperforms the competing model with p < 0.05 for
a two-tailed t-test; except MrBERT whose code is not
published.

Models Prec Rec F1

Tr
oF

i RNN_MHCA 68.6 76.8 72.4
MUL_GCN 73.1 73.6 73.2
MrBERT 73.9 72.1 72.9

FrameBERT 70.7 78.2 74.2

M
O

H
-X

RNN_MHCA 77.5 83.1 80.0
MUL_GCN 79.7 80.5 79.6
MrBERT 84.1 85.6 84.2

FrameBERT 83.2 84.4 83.8

Table 2: Performance comparison of our method with
baselines on TroFi and MOH-X (best results in bold).
We do not perform a significance test since the code of
MrBERT is not published.

metaphor detection and word sense disambigua-
tion. RoBERTa_SEQ (Leong et al., 2020) is a
fine-tuned RoBERTa model in sequence labeling
setting for metaphor detection. MelBERT (Choi
et al., 2021) realize MIP and SPV theories via a
RoBERTa based model. MrBERT (Song et al.,
2021) is the recent sota on verb metaphor detection
based on BERT with verb relation encoded.

4 Experimental Results

Overall results. Table 1 shows a comparison of
the performance of our model against the base-
line models on VUA18 and VUA20 respectively.
Our model outperforms all the baseline models
on VUA-20, including the state-of-the-art-model
MelBERT (with p < 0.05 for a two-tailed t-test).
For VUA-18, we outperformed all the baselines
significantly including the re-produced results for
MelBERT. Table 2 shows the results on the MOH-
X and TroFi dataset. The results shows our method
beats SOTA method on TroFi benchmark and gains

Models Prec Rec F1

FrameBert 82.7 75.3 78.8
rand_in_eval 81.8 58.7 68.3
rand_in_train_&_eval 79.3 72.6 75.8
w/o frame fine-tuning 79.1 76.3 77.6

Table 3: Results of ablation study, tested on VUA18.
rand_in_eval represents the first experiment where the
shuffle process is only performed in evaluation stage
and rand_in_train_&_eval represents the second exper-
iment where the shuffle process is performed in both
training and evaluation stages. In w/o frame fine-tuning
experiment, we remove the frame fine-tuning process.

comparable performance on MOH-X dataset.

Ablation Study. We performed three experiments
to test the effectiveness of conceptual information.
First, the system is fed with shuffled conceptual em-
beddings in the batch during evaluation. Second, in
both training and evaluation processes, we shuffle
the conceptual embeddings in the batch. Third, we
remove the concept fine-tuning process. In all ex-
periments, the overall framework remains the same
as the original setting. The results are provided in
Table 3. Based on the results, the performance in
terms of F1 drops by 13% and 3.7% while feeding
random conceptual information in only evaluation
stage and both training and evaluation stages (likely
collapse into the base model) respectively, which
demonstrates the extent to which the conceptual
information is incorporated in the overall frame-
work (i.e. especially when we shuffle only for
evaluation). The third experiment shows the per-
formance declines 1.2% while removing the frame
fine-tuning procedure, which proves the effective-
ness of frame embedding learning.

Concept Analysis. In this section, we illustrate
how the proposed approach detect metaphor in an
interpretable way and how well the method using
frame features. We performed an exploratory analy-
sis on 200 examples where our system had a correct
classification, but MelBERT failed. The following
two examples show how frame information works
in the metaphor detection procedure. The forst is a
true positive example with the target word in bold:
‘Local people mutter and march, make speeches
and throw things; staff face sarcasm in nearby pubs
. . . .’ Here our system had the following concepts
as the literal meaning for ‘face’: ‘Body_parts, Fa-
cial_expression, Change_posture’, which are more
basic meanings, relating to the face as a part of
the body. In contrast, contextual concepts are
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extracted as follows: ‘Confronting_problem, Re-
solve_problem, Surviving’. These capture well the
contextual meaning of ‘face’ in the sentence. The
contextual meanings are more abstract, and the con-
trast between literal and contextual concepts helps
the model to detect the metaphorical usage of face
here. An example of a true negative is: ‘. . . hot
computers are slow, the warmth might damage. . . ’.
‘Hot’ is a word that can often be used metaphori-
cally (e.g. hot topic, hot pants, hot properties), but
in this sentence our model correctly identified it
as literal and contextual concepts identified were
identical: ‘Temperature, Fire_Burning’. In terms
of how well our method using frame features, we
measured the accuracy of the frame prediction mod-
ule manually for these 200 examples, and found
the correct frame label was identified in the top
3 frame label prediction for 178 of 200 examples
(89%). This indicates our method is effective ex-
tracting frame features.

5 Conclusion

We proposed FrameBERT, the first conceptual
model for metaphor detection by explicitly learn-
ing and incorporating FrameNet Embeddings for
concept-level metaphor detection. Extensive ex-
periments show that our model can yield better or
comparable performance to the state-of-the-art.

6 Limitations

This paper mainly models frame information by
representation learning on the frame classification
task. However, other features such as Frame Ele-
ments (FEs) and Lexical Units (LUs) in FrameNet
have not been explored in this paper, where our
case analysis shows these features could provide
useful signals for metaphor detection. It might
also be promising to explore other types of knowl-
edge such as context graphs (Cheng et al., 2021)
for improving metaphor detection. We leave these
directions to future works.
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